USER GUIDE
for Link Detector extension for Mozilla Firefox® browser
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Purpose of Link Detector
Link Detector checks for legal citations to EU legislation and case law and establishes links to EuroCases
online database.
Link Detector is an extension developed primarily for legal professionals working with EU law. It
identifies legal citations to EU legislation and to judgments of the EU Court of Justice in the web page
opened by the user and establishes links to the cited EU acts and/or provisions thereof published in
the EuroCases online database.
Identification of links to EU law is performed only for documents in English, French, German and
Bulgarian languages. For documents in Bulgarian the extension is able to identify also links to Bulgarian
legislation whereby these links are set to Apis Web database. When there are references to EU law in
Bulgarian language documents, the links are being directed simultaneously to APIS Web (module Euro
Law) and EuroCases.
For each of the established links the user can request (via the context menu appearing by right button
mouse click over the link) a list of the EU legislative acts and/or decisions of national courts or the EU
Court of Justice citing the same legal act or provision thereof. Further, the extension is able to produce
a reference to the cited EU act which can be copied and inserted as a footnote, endnote or similar
quotation note in user’s writing.
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Link Detector – Installation for Mozilla Firefox®
In order to successfully install Link Detector, you will need to download the application from Mozilla
Add-ons store and choose “Add to Firefox“.

After you accept and install the application, The Link Detector icon will pop up in the upper right corner
of the toolbar.

Main Functionalities of Link Detector
You can access the main functionalities of the Link Detector by using the commands from the
dropdown menu of the application. In Mozilla Firefox® the Link Detector is being displayed as a small
icon in the upper right corner of the toolbar which then opens a dropdown menu. Some of the more
important features of the extension are also available from the context menu of the Mozilla Firefox®
browser:

Below you will find a brief description of the functions of the Link Detector which are integrated in the
dropdown and the context menu.
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1) Check for links
This function can be used by clicking with the left mouse button on the Link Detector icon and by
selecting the command ‘’Check for links’’ from the dropdown menu. Link Detector requires
confirmation, before commencing the search for references.

After the user’s confirmation the text of the open page (document) is sent through an encrypted
connection to a web service for a recognition of links maintained by the developer of the application
Link Detector – "Apis Europe" JSC. The service first identifies the language of the text and then
references to EU law contained in the text. (Note: Link Detector identifies references to EU law in
English, German, French and Bulgarian languages, and in texts in Bulgarian language links to Bulgarian
law are also being identified.)
Once the identification of links is completed (it usually lasts up to 2-3 seconds), a new message appears
that notifies the user about the end of the operation:

Once the identification of links is completed (it usually lasts up to 2-3 seconds), a new message appears
that notifies the user about the end of the operation:
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The text of the page (document) containing links to the identified legislative documents and case law
is displayed on the currently open browser window.

By pinpointing any of the identified links by Link Detector using the mouse’s cursor, a hint will display
itself in an additional window showing either the full name of the cited act with bibliographic data
(when only the act itself is cited) or the text of the cited provision (when a specific provision is being
cited):
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Important information! The text of the cited provision containing the latest consolidated version of
the act is displayed in the hint. It is possible, however, that in the document opened by the user an
older version of the provision be cited. The user needs in that case to double check the database
EuroCases in order to find out which version of the provision is being cited in his document.
When the user clicks with the left mouse button on the link, the text of the cited act or provision will
display itself in a new window of the EuroCases system.

2) Functions of the context menu when working with the identified links
If the user clicks with the right mouse button on the link a context menu will open containing the
following options:
 References to the cited act/provision from
 Reference to the cited act
 Edit
Below you will find how each of those options is performed.

А) References to the cited act/provision from
When choosing the option ‘’References to the cited act/provision from’’ the following submenu
appears:
o All documents
o EU Legislation
o EU case law
o National case law.

When choosing one of these four options a list will be displayed in a new browser window, respectively
with: a) all documents from the EuroCases system, b) documents of the collection EU legislation in
EuroCases, c) documents of the collection case law of the EU Court of Justice in EuroCases, and
d) judgments of the Member States’ courts in EuroCases, which refer to the cited act or a provision of
this act.
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Links to documents in the list will direct you to the EuroCases system. Some of these documents (for
instance, decisions of the EU Court of Justice) are accessed for free, while access to other documents
(e.g. national case law) requires a valid subscription. The different icons suggest whether a document
relates to a legal act or case law whereby the paragraph sign means a legal act and the scales
sign – case law.

B) Reference to the cited act
When choosing this option from the context menu the user can quickly receive a reference note for
the cited act which he may then use, for example, as a footnote in any document he is creating and
working on – an application, a complaint, an article, etc.

Depending on whether the user will choose the option ‘’Short citation’’ or ‘’Full citation’’ from the
submenu, an additional window will appear with the following information with respect to the cited
act:


For ‘’Short citation’’:
o For EU legislative acts – reference data about the publication in the ‘’Official Journal’’
of the European Union
o For decisions of the EU Court of Justice – case number and ECLI number



For ‘’Full citation’’:
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o
o

For EU legislative acts – the full name of the act and reference data about the
publication in the ‘’Official Journal’’ of the European Union
For decisions of the EU Court of Justice – the full name of the decision, the case
number and the ECLI number.

From the window containing the reference note, the user may select the ‘’Copy’’ button and paste the
text with the reference to the act in his document.

C) Edit
The last option when clicking on the icon using the right mouse button is Edit -> Remove link. When
the user opts for this option the reference is being deleted.

3) Functions of the context menu when working with selected text
When the user selects text and clicks with the right mouse button on the selected area, the standard
context menu of the browser for working with selected text appears, but it includes also two additional
options of Link Detector extension:



Insert link
Remove links from selection.

Below we briefly present the use of these two functions.
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A) Insert link
Link Detector allows the user to manually place a reference link in the document. In order to do this,
first copy the link, which you want to use. Then select the portion of text, where you want to place it.
After that, click with right mouse button and choose “Link detector -> Insert link” from the context
menu. A new dialog window will appear where you can paste or type the URL address and choose
“OK”.

B) Remove links from selection
Link Detector allows the user to remove the links in a selected portion of text. To do that, select the
portion of text in which you wish to remove the links, then click with right mouse button and, finally,
choose “Link detector -> Remove links from selection” from the context menu. The application will ask
for confirmation and will remove the links from the selected area.

4) Check for EuroVoc terms
If the user selects the "Check for EuroVoc terms" option, Link Detector will recognize in the text of the
currently open page (document) all terms of the thesaurus EuroVoc contained in it and will mark them
as links. Again, before the check operation begins, the user will be prompted by a dialog window to
confirm the request.
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After check completion the terms identified by Link Detector will be highlighted in dark red.

If the user clicks on some of the terms using the left mouse button an additional window will show up
in which, after the performance of a search operation, a list of documents from the EuroCases system
indexed with this term will appear.
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If the user clicks on some of the terms using the right mouse button, he will have the possibility to
choose from the context menu (command ‘’Documents indexed with this term:’’), which documents
will show up in the list of the additional window: all documents, only EU legislation, only jurisprudence
of the EU Court of Justice, national legislation (only Bulgarian legislative acts) or national case law:

5) Removal of references set by Link Detector
In order to remove all the references set by Link Detector you need to click on the extension icon and
then select the option ‘’Remove links’’ from the dropdown menu. In an additional dialogue window, a
confirmation note will pop up before the references are being removed.

Alternatively, the user can use the function key "F5" or the "Ctrl + R" combination to reload the page
already open and this action in turn will result in the deletion of the references set by Link Detector.
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6) Settings
You need to click on the extension icon and select ‘’Settings’’ from the dropdown menu in order to
open the window with settings.

The settings allow the user to choose:



The language of the user interface – English, French, German, Italian or Bulgarian
To decide whether, when clicking on a link set by Link Detector, the text of the cited act will
open in a new window or in the current one.
Upon completion of the change, the user needs to save it by clicking ‘’Save the settings’’. By clicking
‘’Restore the settings’’ the user will restore the default settings of the application, namely: language
of the interface – English, opening of the documents referred by the links – in a new window.

7) User guide
By choosing this option, the present guide opens in a new browser window.
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Uninstallation
In order to uninstall the extension from your browser, click on the Menu Icon using the right mouse
button and choose the option “Add-ons”.

From the Extensions menu you can choose to Remove Link Detector using the “Remove”
option or to disable it, using the „Disable” button and enable it again at a late moment.
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